Abstract Let ρ be a random time. With respect to a filtration F, we study the conditions under which the Azema supermartingale Z ρ :" Prt ă ρ |F t s, t ě 0, can be written in the form Z ρ " U U˚, where U is a non negative local martingale starting from 1 vanishing at infinity and Ut " sup sďt U s , t ě 0.
Introduction
Concerning a non negative local martingale U, we have the famous Doob maximal inequality about the running maximum process Ut " sup sďt U s , t ě 0 (cf. [9, Theorem 2.49], [13, Theorem 3.8] , [21, Theorem 1.7] ). Doob's maximal inequality involves in fact several different inequalities. The most fundamental one is an estimation of the probabilities PrU8 ą λs, λ ą 0. When U is continuous and vanishes at infinity, applying the Doob optional sampling theorem, we obtain an identity Prsup tăs U s ě λ |F t s " Ut λ on the set tλ ě U t u. See [13, Chapiter 1, Problem 3.28] . Actually, as indicated in [18] and [15] , this last identity holds for all non negative local martingale U vanishes at infinity, whenever (if and only if) its running maximum process U˚is continuous.
In [18, Lemma 2 .1] the above identity of Prsup tăs U s ě λ |F t s is linked to the Azema supermartingale Prt ă ρ |F t s of the last maximum time ρ " suptU " U˚u. Actually, Prt ă ρ |F t s " Prsup tăs U s ě Ut |F t s " Ut Ut
. That identity, named Doob maximal identity since [18] , has been exploited fruitfully in [1, 15, 18] to study the last maximum time ρ and the associated filtration enlargement.
Another way that the Doob maximal identity has profited the study of random times (i.e., random variables taking values in r0, 8s) and filtrations, is that it writes an Azema supermartingale into the multiplication of a local martingale and a non increasing process (a multiplicative decomposition). The multiplicative decomposition of Azema supermartingale, as well as its Doob-Meyer additive decomposition, are among the most fundamental properties of a random time. Various multiplicative decompositions of Azema supermartingale exist, from predictable one (cf. [10, 19, 22] ) to optional one (cf. [14] ). The Doob maximal identity obtained in [1, 15, 18] coincides with the predictable multiplicative decomposition. Multiplicative decompositions are all composed of two factors. The Doob maximal
ABC of random times
We work on a stochastic basis pΩ, A, P, Fq, where pΩ, Aq is a measurable space, P is a probability measure on the σ-algebra A, and F " pF t q tPR`i s a filtration of sub-σ-algebras of A. We suppose the usual conditions for F and we set F 8 " σpY tě0 F t q. We call a random variable in r0, 8s a random time. We apply the theory of semimartingale calculus as presented in [6, 9, 10, 20] .
The four projections
Since the pioneering works such as [2, 12] , the study of random times has always been based on four F optional processes, which are all defined as projections. Let ρ be a random time. We denote by Z ρ the optional projection of 1 1 r0,ρq ; r Z ρ the optional projection of 1 1 r0,ρs ; A ρ the optional dual projection of 1 1 t0ăρu 1 1 rρ,8q ; a ρ the predictable dual projection of 1 1 t0ăρu 1 1 rρ,8q .
The process Z ρ is called the Azema supermartingale of ρ. The process r Z ρ will be called the strong supermartingale of ρ. The process r Z ρ is not cadlag in general. But this process, or more specifically the random set C ρ :" t r Z ρ " 1u, carries the most of knowledge about the random time ρ that we can obtain with an F optional process. The set C ρ " t r Z ρ " 1u will be called the optional shadow of ρ. With respect to C ρ , for any t P R`, we introduce
Below, we will call G ρ t the last sojourn times and D ρ t the entrance times of C ρ . We set M ρ " Z We have the following properties.
1. According to [11, Lemme(4. 3)] [7, Chapitre XX, n˝15], C ρ is a (random) closed set and it is the biggest optional set contained in r0, ρs.
2. The two processes r Z ρ and Z ρ are linked by the following relations.
3. The Azema supermartingale Z ρ and the strong supermartingale r Z ρ satisfy the relations below (cf. [7, Chapitre XX, n˝30 ] about the relative martingale). For two stopping times S ď T ,
is an optional thin set, i.e., it is the union of graphs of a sequence of stopping times (cf. [7, Appendix du chapitre IV, n˝117] and [9, Definition 3.19]).
tZ
7. Using the identity r Z ρ " Z ρ`∆ A ρ , we see that, for any b P p0, 1q, the set tZ ă bu X t r Z " 1u has no accumulation point. 8 . We introduce, for n P N˚, R n :" inftt ě 0 :
Honest time
The notion of honest time has been widely studied in the literature See, for example, [2, 5, 11, 12, 17] . We will take the following lemma as definition.
Lemma 3.1 A F 8 measurable random time ρ is honest, if and only if r Z ρ ρ " 1 on the set tρ ă 8u, if and only if there exists an optional set O such that ρ coincides with the supO on tρ ă 8u.
The first properties of a honest time
For honest time ρ, we have the additional properties.
. ρ " sup C ρ on tρ ă 8u.
.
. For a finite random time ρ to be the end of a predictable set, it is necessary and sufficient that Z ρ ρ´" 1 on tρ ă 8u ( [12, Proposition 3] ). In this case the random measure da ρ is supported on tZ ρ " 1u and ρ " suptZ´" 1u. See [7, Chapitre XX].
3.2 Supports of dA ρ for a honest time
As in [7, Chapitre XX] we denote by G ρ the points in C ρ which are isolated at right, i.e.,
We have the following lemma according to [3, Theorem 3.3] or [7, Chapitre XX, n˝13].
Lemma 3.2 For a honest time ρ, the closed support of dA ρ is the closure of G ρ . In particular, C ρ is a support of the random measure dA ρ .
Consider now the set t∆A ρ ą 0u of the atoms of the random measure dA ρ . We have the following corollary.
We will denote
The running maximum processes
For any function u defined on R`, we call
the running maximum function of u (or running maximum process, if u is a stochastic process). We call any t P tu " u˚u a maximum time of u. We call ρ " suptu " u˚u the last maximum time.
The measure associated with a running maximum function
It is clear that u˚is a non decreasing function. The following result about the support of the measure du˚is well-known.
Lemma 4.1 Suppose that u is cadlag. The measure du˚is carried by tu " u˚u.
Because of its fundamental role in this paper, let us say why this result is true. For any s ě 0, let τ s " inftv ą s : uv ą us u. As in [2] or [7, Chapitre XX, n˝13], we introduce the left support set Γpu˚q " tt ą 0 : @0 ă s ă t, us ă ut u. Its complementary is given by
which has a null du˚measure. This shows that Γpu˚q is a support set of du˚. Now, we note that, for t P Γpu˚q, either u t " ut or there exists a sequence ps k q kě1 such that s k Ò t and u s k Ñ ut . We have therefore Γpu˚q Ă tu " u˚or u´" u˚u.
We note that tu " u˚or u´" u˚uztu " u˚u " tu ă u´" u˚u.
The set tu ă u´" u˚u is a denumerable set, and, on this set, ∆u˚" 0. This means that tu ă u´" u˚u has null du˚measure. We conclude that tu " u˚u is a support of the measure du˚.
As a corollary, we have the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Let U be a semimartingale with U 0 " 1. We have
Proof. The process 1 U˚i s non increasing and the random measure dp 1 U˚q is supported on tU " U˚u according to Lemma 4.1. By the integration by parts formula, we write 0 " U˚dp 1 U˚q`1 U˚d U˚and dp U U˚q
These two formulas combined with the support tU " U˚u of the random measure dp
Skorokhod problem
One of the reasons of the use of running maximum processes in the study of stochastic processes is its essential role in the resolution of the famous Skorokhod problem.
Definition 4.3 Skorokhod problem Let X be a cadlag process. The Skorokhod problem consists to find a process Y such that
It is well-known that the Skorokhod problem has a solution (cf. [16] ).
Lemma 4.4 Skorokhod Lemma
The Skorokhod problem has a unique solution given by Y " p´Xq˚_ 0.
Running maximum process transformation
When we transform a process, we transform its running maximum process. In some situation, this transformation can be explicitly written down. We begin with a curious result, used in the proof of Theorem 5.8, on the running maximum processes of stochastic exponentials.
Lemma 4.5 Let w and γ be two semimartingales null at the origin. Then, γ is the running maximum process of w and γ´w ď 1, if and only if 1`Epγq´‚w ě 0 and Epγq is the running maximum process of 1`Epγq´‚w.
Proof. Suppose that γ is the running maximum process of w and γ´w ď 1. Note that Epγq is a non decreasing process whose associated random measure has the same support as the random measure dγ, contained in tw " γu. We write
From this identity, we deduce that 1`Epγq´‚w ě 0. Denote by X the running maximum process of 1`Epγq´‚w. For 0 ď s ă t, we have
We prove that X ď Epγq. On the other hand, let t 1 " inftv : Epγq v " Epγq t u (ď t). Then, necessarily t 1 " inftv : γ v " γ t u and t 1 belongs to the left support set Γpγq (cf. the explication of Lemma 4.1 or [7, Chapitre XX, n˝13] 
Rewrite the above equation in the form 1´U U˚"´w`γ .
As U ě 0, we conclude that´w`γ ď 1. Note that dγ has the same left increasing points as dEpγq " dU˚, which are contained in tU " U˚u. As 1´U U˚ě 0, Lemma 4.4 is applicable and we conclude that γ is the running maximum process of w.
Remark 4.6
The above lemma can be applied in the following form. "If U is a non negative local martingale with U 0 " 1, if w "
U˚, then γ is the running maximum of w with γ´w ď 1."
We know that the multiplication of a semimartingale by a positive number does not change the maximum times. This property can be extended to the multiplications by some increasing processes. This extension will be useful in subsection 5.5.
Proposition 4.7 Let X be a non negative semimartingale. Let T be a stopping time such that X T´" XT´on the set tT ă 8u. Let v be a non decreasing process such that . its associated random measure dv is absolutely continuous with respect to the compensator of the process 1 1 tT ą0u 1 1 rT,8q , which is therefore supported on the set tX´" X˚u, and
Then, if we define Y " e v X, we have Y˚" e v X˚.
Proof. p ‚ q If t P tX " X˚u X r0, T q, we have, for 0 ď s ď t,
For t P tX ă X˚u X r0, T q, let
Notice that tu ď t : X u " Xt or X u´" Xt u is a closed set. We have either X t 1 " Xt or X t 1 ă X t 1´" Xt , that we denote by writing Xt " X t 1˘" Y t 1˘e´v t 1˘. For s ă t 1 , we have
Hence, Y t 1˘ě Y s e v t 1˘´vs ě Y s . On the other hand, for s P rt 1 , ts, if X t 1 " Xt , we have
because dv is supported on tX´" X˚u, which implies that
In the same way, if X t 1 ă X t 1´" Xt , we have
Here, ∆ t 1 v " 0 because ∆ t 1 X ă 0. We again conclude that
t 1´" e vt Xt .
for all 0 ď s ď T , i.e., YT " Y T " e v T XT . If X T ă X T´" XT , we have ∆ T v " 0 and
p ‚‚‚ q At the end, consider Y˚at pT, 8q. The process v is stopped at T . The relation Y˚" e v X˚on pT, 8q is straightforward.
Martingale maximal representation
We study now the martingale maximal representation (cf. condition 1.1).
The process pU˚q´1 ‚ UT
he goal of this paper is to find all the random times which satisfy the martingale maximal representation, and, for such a random time, to find a local martingale U P M1 ,0 which realizes the martingale maximal representation. The first thing to do in this research is to find a good characteristic of random times which links random times to the martingale maximal representation. In this regard, the direct investigation on U appears unsuccessful. On the contrary, we will see later that the process pU˚q´1 ‚ Ui s a good characteristic. For the moment, we present some of the properties of pU˚q´1 ‚ U˚.
Let ρ be a random time. We consider Z ρ , A ρ , a ρ , etc., associated with ρ. Actually, these notations will be used exclusively for this purpose. We will drop out the superscript ρ from the notations and write Z, A, a, etc., for Z ρ , A ρ , a ρ , etc.. We denote by M1 ,0 the family of all non negative local martingales starting from 1 vanishing at infinity.
Notice that an immediate consequence of the martingale maximal representation of ρ is Pr0 ă ρ ă 8s " 1. Another immediate consequence is the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 If Z satisfies the martingale maximal representation with a U P M1 ,0 , then dU˚is supported on tZ " 1u and we have
Proof. It is the consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
Because of the above proposition, we have the following relations connecting
(When B is a non decreasing process, we denote by respectively B d and B c its purely jump part and its continuous part.) Now we look at the jumps of pU˚q´1 ‚ U˚. We prove that the process pU˚q´1 ‚ U˚can not jump everywhere.
Proposition 5.3 If Z satisfies the martingale maximal representation with a U P M1 ,0 , we have rA, U˚s " 0, and hence ∆ ρ U˚1 1 tρă8u " 0.
Proof. Clearly rA, U˚s depends only on the jump processes ∆A and ∆U˚. The first assertion is true, because ∆A ą 0 happens on the set tZ ă 1u, while ∆U˚ą 0 happens on the set tZ " 1u according to Lemma 4.1. For any stopping time T , for any number b ą 0, we have
This proves the second assertion of the proposition.
Proposition 5.4 Set D " tt P C : g t ă tu. Suppose the martingale maximal representation Z " U Uẘ ith a U P M1 ,0 . Then, rZ, U˚s " rM, U˚s is a non decreasing purely jumping process and the random measure drZ, U˚s is supported on the set tZ´ă 1 " Zu Ă D.
Proof. Let t ą 0 such that ∆ t U˚ą 0. Then, U t´ď Ut´ă Ut " U t . In order to have ∆ t Z ‰ 0, the only choice is to have U t´ă Ut´. In this case, necessarily ∆ t Z ą 0, i.e., t P tZ´ă 1 " Zu. By the property 7 of subsection 2.1, tZ´ă 1 " Zu Ă D.
The case of a honest time ρ
When ρ is in addition a honest time, we can say more about the jumps pU˚q´1 ∆U˚.
Proposition 5.5 Suppose that ρ is honest and Z satisfies the martingale maximal representation with a U P M1 ,0 .
The process
q is a purely jumping process (a sum of jumps).
2. For any s ą 0,
Proof. Recall that, when ρ is honest, dA is supported on t r Z " 1u. The martingale maximal representation implies that dU˚is supported on tZ " 1u. For the first assertion, it is because t r Z " 1, Z ă 1u and tZ ‰ Z´u are denumerable sets so that t r Z " 1, Z´ă 1u and tZ " 1, Z´ă 1u are denumerable. For the second assertion, it is because the process´A`1 U˚‚ U˚on ps, D s s is a local martingale and a step process with only one possible jump at D s ă 8 (which is a property related to [6, Chapitre VI n˝60]).
Remark 5.6
The jumps ∆A is also linked with U. We have U˚∆A " pU˚´Uq1 1 Go . If ρ is the end of a predictable set, we have U˚∆A " 1 1 tZ´"1ąZu pU˚´Uq1 1 Go " 1 1 tZ´"1ąZu pU´´Uq "´1 1 tU´"U˚ąU u ∆U.
Exemple
The study of the jumps pU˚q´1 ∆U˚leads to the following result.
Proposition 5.7 The martingale maximal representation is not satisfied by all random time.
Here is a counter-example. Let N be a unit Poisson process and let r N t " N t´t , t ě 0, be the compensated Poisson process. Then, W " Ep r Nq is in M1 ,0 . The set tW " W˚u is almost surely a finite set (so that a closed set). Hence, if ρ " suptW " W˚u, we have C ρ " G ρ " tW " W˚u. By Lemma 3.2, for s ą 0, ∆ Ds A ą 0 on the set ts ă D s ă 8u. Consequently, no local martingale U P M1 ,0 can exist to satisfy the conditions in Proposition 5.3 and in Proposition 5.5:
∆ Ds A∆ Ds U˚1 1 tsăDsă8u " 0 and Er´∆ Ds A`1 UD s´∆ Ds U˚|F Ds´s 1 1 tsăDsă8u " 0.
We conclude that Z ρ does not satisfy the martingale maximal representation.
Construction of martingale maximal representation
We have seen different properties of the process pU˚q´1 ‚ U˚and a counter-example. In particular, by Proposition 5.2, the martingale maximal representation can be realized for a random time ρ, only if the optional dual projection A of 1 1 tρą0u 1 1 rρ,8q has a "martingale compensator" which lives on tZ " 1u. In this subsection we will prove that the existence of such a "martingale compensator" for A is also a sufficient condition for the martingale maximal representation. . γ is non decreasing and γ 0 " 0;
. the random measure dγ is supported on tZ " 1u;
.´A`γ is a local martingale.
In this case, Z has the martingale maximal representation Z "
where U is the unique solution of U " 1`U˚‚pZ`γq which is in M1 ,0 . W . By Lemma 4.5, Epγq is the running maximum of U :" 1`Epγq´1 W˚‚ W , which is non negative. Now, we compute
Notice that Z 8 " 0 and U is a non negative local martingale. Necessarily U P M1 ,0 , i.e., Z satisfies the martingale maximal representation.
Notice that U 0 " W 0 " 1 and
By the uniqueness of the stochastic differential equation, we have U " W .
Part II. Suppose now that Z satisfies the martingale maximal representation with a U P M1 ,0 . According to Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 the process γ "
U˚‚
U˚satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Let us turn back for a moment to the source [1, 15, 18] of our discussion and give a different proof of their main result in application of Theorem 5.8.
Proposition 5.9 Let ρ be the end of a predictable set with Pr0 ă ρ ă 8s " 1. Then, Z has the martingale maximal representation with a U P M1 ,0 such that U˚is continuous, if and only if ρ avoids any predictable stopping time.
Proof. We check that, if ρ is the end of a predictable set and avoids the predictable stopping times, the process γ " a is continuous and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.8 (notably the set tZ " 1u being a support of da). This proves the "if" part of the proposition. U˚and consequently ρ avoids any predictable stopping time.
About the uniqueness of the martingale maximal representation
We consider the uniqueness of the martingale maximal representation constructed in Theorem 5.8. In this section we use the notations introduced in Theorem 5.8. Suppose that γ is a process which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 5.8. The idea is to show, in modifying γ, that it may exist different "martingale compensators" of A, which live all on tZ " 1u. We can therefore have different martingale maximal representations.
Proposition 5.10 Let T be a predictable stopping time. Then, for any non negative random variable ξ such that Er´∆ T A`ξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u |F T´s 1 1 tT ă8u " 0, the process p γ :" γ´∆ T γ1 1 rT,8q`ξ 1 1 t∆ T γą0u 1 1 rT,8q satisfies the conditions in Theorem 5.8.
Proof. Clearly γ´∆ T γ1 1 rT,8q and ξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u 1 1 rT,8q are non decreasing processes. As the support of dγ is contained in tZ " 1u, when ∆ T γ ą 0, rrT ss Ă tZ " 1u. We deduce that dp γ is supported on tZ " 1u. We write´A`p
We know that p´A`γq is a local martingale. As T is predictable, ∆ T p´A`γq1 1 rT,8q also is a local martingale. Finally, the condition on ξ implies that p´∆ T A`ξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u q1 1 rT,8q is again a local martingale.
Proposition 5.11 Let T be a totally inaccessible stopping time such that rrT ss Ă tZ´" Z " 1u. For any non negative random variable ξ ď ∆ T γ, let v, v 1 be respectively the predictable dual projections of the processes ∆ T γ1 1 rT,8q and ξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u 1 1 rT,8q .
Then, the process p γ :" γ´p∆ T γ1 1 rT,8q´v q`pξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u 1 1 rT,8q´v 1 q satisfies the conditions in Theorem 5.8.
Proof. The process γ´∆ T γ1 1 rT,8q is non decreasing. As ξ ď ∆ T γ, the process v´v 1 is non decreasing. Clearly, the process ξ1 1 t∆ T γą0u 1 1 rT,8q is non decreasing. We conclude that p γ is non decreasing.
Since rrT ss Ă tZ´" Z " 1u, the random measures dv, dv 1 are supported on tZ´" 1u. As T is totally inaccessible, v, v 1 are continuous. As tZ " 1u∆tZ´" 1u is denumerable, we prove that the random measures dv, dv 1 , and hence dp γ, are supported on tZ " 1u.
The process´A`p γ "´A`γ`pp γ´γq is a local martingale, because´A`γ as well as pp γ´γq are local martingales.
The next proposition follows fundamentally the same idea, but has a proof of different style.
so that U
The question is now if one can construct a different "martingale compensator" of A living on tZ " 1u. Suppose that S is the first jump time of a unit Poisson process so that γ t " t^S for t ě 0. 1 1 rS 1 ,8q´1 1 pS 1^S ,Ss .λ is a local martingale, where λ denotes the identity map λptq " t, t ě 0. The process γ 1 :" 1 1 tS 1 ăSu 1 1 rS 1 ,8q`1 1 pS 1^S ,Ss .λ is non decreasing and dγ 1 is supported on r0, Sq " tZ " 1u. We have got a different "martingale compensator" of A living on tZ " 1u.
